
 
 

 
 

The Don Johnson/Butlers 
 
The Don Johnson/Butlers are the worldʼs ʻfirst declared bogan funk bandʼ: drawing from the 
cannon of 70ʼs and 80ʼs funk and smashing it into classic Aussie and International hard rock 
lyrics. 
 
Emerging from the dank swamp of Deep North Queenslandʼs fringe arts space, Arthouse, The 
DJBʼs pull together a diverse line-up that re-defines suburban stereotypes. 
 
Drawing from classic funk tracks from the 70ʼs & 80ʼs, the band then re-interpret classic rock 
lyrics in a live mash of the two disciplines. The result honours the funk grooves, while 
acknoeledgeing the power of the rhard rock lyrics.  
 
With a rhythm section drenched in old school funk basslines, classic 70ʼs & 80ʼs synthʼs, and 
timeless lyrics to wave your hands in the air to, The Don Johnson/Butlers remind punters of their 
bogan roots, and mums record collection at the same time.  
 
It has proved to be a winning formula with audiences: the funk gets them moving, and then they  
realise that they know the words! 
 

“Their sartorial and instrumental stylings are pure funk, and their lyrical and refreshment 
leanings are pure bogan. In a nutshell, if George Clintonʼs future funkadelic band 
members had worked on the South Australian docks and hooked up with Barnesy, this 
could have been the result.”  
- Jon Niehaus, NQ MusicPress, Nov 2014. 

 



The Don Johnson/Butlers present a wack show of lush funky grooves, hands-in-the-air rock 
lyrics, glitzy sequins, classic stubby shorts and more chutzpah than Lemmy at an 80ʼs 
block party.  
 
Forming in mid-2014, The DJBʼs have played events such as Brisbane Fringe Festival, Wallaby 
Creek Festival, Millaa Milla Bogan Bash and the Deadroots festival. 
 
In 2017 The DJBʼs feature a fresh line-up, including the former members of seminal indigenous 
band The Pad Boys (Biri Duffin - guitar, Timmy Wason - bass, Denis Hunter - drums), indigenous 
performer/DJ/actor John de Satge – dancing/vocals, the prolific Tegan Koster on keyboards and 
vocals, and creative director/producer Nicholas Mills out front. 
 
The band are currently working towards developing their self-funded debut EP and music video, 
and will be recording with former Yothu Yindi and Sanguma drummer Ben Hakalitz. 
 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
More Info: 
Mobile: 0 (61) 403 786 691 
Email: nicholas@thehouseoffalcon.com 
Facebook: facebook.com/thedonjohnsonbutlers 
Web: thedonjohnsonbutlers.com 


